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Abstract
With the recent surge of success in big-data driven deep learning problems,
many of these frameworks focus on the notion of architecture design and uti-
lizing massive databases. However, in some scenarios massive sets of data may
be difficult, and in some cases infeasible, to acquire. In this paper we discuss
a trajectory-based framework that quickly learns the underlying decision man-
ifold of binary simulation classifications while judiciously selecting exploratory
target states to minimize the number of required simulations. Furthermore, we
draw particular attention to the simulation prediction application idealized to
the case where failures in simulations can be predicted and avoided, provid-
ing machine intelligence to novice analysts. We demonstrate this framework in
various forms of simulations and discuss its efficacy.
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1 Introduction
With the recent success of machine learning methods, especially with large deep networks1, the field of com-
puter vision has undergone large advancements where learned features outperformed rule-based descriptors
that have been the state of the art for over a decade [3–7]. The method of building large deep neural networks
with massive training sets has soon propagated into other fields and applications as well, resulting in un-
precedented performance [8–10]. However, in many of these cases, the success of these learning frameworks is
largely dependent on having big datasets. For instance, many of the Imagenet frameworks training processes
use large interconnected structures that rely on millions of human-labeled training examples [11–18]. In
the case of the image classification problem, labeled training examples are abundant and the development
of these approaches aims to leverage the massive collections of examples. Again, in the domain of other
problems aside from image classification, large sets of labeled examples may be abundant or easily obtained,
making techniques such as these extremely viable for learning.
For the context of this paper, we point to a unique application: the learning of simulation results. Machine
learning algorithms in the context of learning simulations discussed in various works have been shown to
be both feasible and effective [1, 2, 19, 20]. Some of these approaches draw connections to image-related
problems, building massive network architectures for learning when provided with large sets of training
examples [1, 2]. The traditional big-data approaches require enormous training sets that in some cases
may be infeasible to obtain, especially for complex simulations requiring immense computational power.
The complexity—both in the underlying simulation and large input dimensionality—makes naive learning
methods infeasible.
In this paper, we propose a reformulation of a deep learning framework that is suitable for complex
simulations requiring long execution time. Rather than relying on a massive collection of training examples,
we investigate the notion of intelligent selection of target parameters. The approach consists of a reinforce-
ment learning approach that quickly drives states along some learned trajectory towards the surface of the
decision manifold. Afterwards, a support vector machine with radial basis kernel expansion is used for linear
separation in infinite dimensional space.
2 Knowledge Bot
2.1 Definition and Mechanics
The concept of the knowledge bot is first introduced as an autonomous classifier which learns by continuously
sampling a specific domain and refining its underlying resulting model from a particular simulation [1, 2]. An
analyst who wishes to perform a simulation provides input parameters to the simulation for execution. Rather
than executing the simulation, the knowledge bot intercepts these parameters and provides fast predictions
regarding the success of the simulation. The prediction was shown to be over 99% accurate in the previous
works[1, 2]. In essence, the knowledge bot serves as an abstraction of the simulation software providing
accurate feedback as to whether the actual execution will result in success or failure, avoiding simulating
problems that are predicted to result in failure. The bot encapsulates the expertise of a trained analyst with
many years of experience and is familiar with parameter settings that result in failure through learning the
underlying simulation idiosyncrasies. There are two major motivations for developing the knowledge bot.
First, a trained analyst has learned the ability to detect failing parameters for simulation tools. After years of
experience, they are quite good at having the insight to know what input parameters will cause the simulation
to either fail or crash. The knowledge bot aims to encapsulate the learned expertise of a trained analyst into a
predictive tool that a novice analyst may be able to query whether or not simulation parameters are valid for
simulation. Second, instead of having analyst simulation parameters that are predicted to fail (even trained
analysts sometimes run into this issue), the knowledge bot may be able to predict the simulation failure
quickly, saving computational resources and analysis time. Moreover, these two motivations are connected
by a single theme of allowing for rapid development and analysis without wasting time and resources on
failed simulations. This is particularly important for the design of aerospace vehicles.
1Preliminary knowledge in this paper assumes our previous work in building knowledge bots, or simulation classifiers trained
via large network structures [1, 2].
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2.2 Extensions and Reworks
In the earlier works[1, 2], the knowledge bot learned from the complete input to output mapping of simulation
parameters. However in practice, we are only concerned with states close to the boundary of the separation
between success and failure. Because the problem is of a binary separation nature, states can easily be
classified according to its relative position with respect to the decision boundary, or in the case of muti-
dimensions, the decision manifold.
In this paper, we introduce extensions to the previously introduced concept of knowledge bots[1, 2] while
maintaining a sense of abstraction from the individual application. The three major concepts we discuss are
as: 1) autonomy, 2) knowledge-driven selection of target states, and 3) manifold approximation.
2.2.1 Autonomy – The autonomous behavior of the knowledge bot is achieved by considering some policy
P that relates the tendency for exploration and exploitation of the candidate targets in the state space.
Furthermore, it is important to produce solutions at any time that are refined as more time is allocated to
learning. In other words, the knowledge bot must be able to operate with minimal simulation results while
producing sufficiently accurate predictions. In addition, the bot must autonomously discover new states
under some policy P that can be used to refine its learned model.
2.2.2 Knowledge-Driven Selection of Target States – In previous works[1, 2], the knowledge bot
relied on pseudo-random numbers to determine candidate states to evaluate; although this approach results
in a learned model that eventually converges to a model that predicts the outcomes with unity accuracy,
it requires infinite exhaustion through all possible configuration of values in all possible state discretization
schemes.
2.2.3 Manifold Approximation – Instead of attempting to learn the mapping of (possibly infinite) pairs
of simulation input parameters to simulation termination results, in the proposed framework we consider
only learning the deciding regions of the state space. In other words, this corresponds to the most interesting
states along the decision manifold, which indicates the decision boundary between states are that extremely
volatile to small perturbation to their configuration values. In the sense of the framework, these target states
correspond to or have a high probability in being support vectors for the supervised support vector machine
method to approximate the decision manifold.
3 Formulation
The authors have proposed a framework to capture analyst expertise in a knowledge bot by performing
thousands of simulations as training examples for an artificial neural network[1, 2]. However, in some cases,
acquiring thousands of simulation results may not be feasible for complex simulations. An intelligent method
in determining simulation success or failure is necessary when these problems emerge. It is important to
know that success and failure simulation results are highly structured. Simply speaking, generally small
perturbations in the input parameters for a successful simulations will still tend to lead to success. This is
not the case when the parameters approach the manifold of success and failure. In practice, learning the
decision manifold that separates the two classes is sufficient.
This realization sparked our proposed framework that focuses on quickly identifying potential states
(or configurations) close to the decision manifold using reinforcement learning to drive the state of the
system sufficiently close to the manifold’s surface forming a learned optimal trajectory that converges to the
decision surface, and approximating the manifold through support vector machine with radial basis function
(an infinite-dimensional kernel expansion).
The basic pipeline for the proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 1. The pipeline consists of an iterative
step of trajectories of states ci ∈ C or dj ∈ D (Convergent and Divergent)that converge to the boundary
of the manifold. The states close to the surface of the manifold can be thought of as support vectors that
define the manifold itself. The states are extracted from the resulting trajectories and are used to train
a support vector machine classifier with a radial basis function kernel approximating the true underlying
decision manifold.
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Evaluate target 
(Simulation)
Find converse state 
w.r.t target value
Discover new target 
by gradient normal
Learn trajectory to 
manifold
Determine initial 
target states
Trajectories
Support Vector 
Machine (RBF)
Figure 1. Proposed pipeline for our framework
3.1 Mathematics
3.1.1 Objective Function – The discovery of an unknown decision manifold of success and failure of
some simulation can be thought of as an optimization problem where we define two sets C and D, corre-
sponding to the Convergent and Divergent simulation results given a particular set of input parameters
x1, x2, · · · , xn ∈ X . In the learning framework we can consider these input parameters as configuration
variables q1, q2, · · · , qn that define the state of the system with an output observation of y ∈ Y. The output
y determines whether the state of the system belongs to a convergent C or divergent D set. The decision
manifold lies between the two sets. In other words, a particular configuration is near the decision manifold
when it is a solution to the following objective function for a particular trajectory,
arg min
q1,q2,··· ,qn
||ci − dj ||2 for i, j = 1, 2, · · · , k (1)
Note that ci ∈ C and dj ∈ D consist of states along a particular trajectory. If we can drive the state to
some solution of the above objective function following some trajectory, then that state is sufficiently near
the decision manifold. The overall optimization problem can be framed as follows,
minimize
q1,q2,··· ,qn
||ci − dj ||2 for i, j = 1, 2, · · · , k
subject to Q−1 ≤ q1 ≤ Q+1
Q−2 ≤ q2 ≤ Q+2
...
Q−n ≤ qn ≤ Q+n
(2)
where Q is the set of configuration domains, and therefore Q−i and Q
+
i correspond to the lower and upper
bounds of the ith configuration variable. The set of configuration variables q1, q2, · · · , qn defines some
configuration or state.
3.1.2 Reward Function – A canonical reward function for any particular state or target configuration
t = (q1, q2, · · · , qn) can be written as,
Rt(t) =
{
−min ||t− dj ||2 for j = 1, 2, · · · , |D| if t ∈ C
−min ||t− ci||2 for i = 1, 2, · · · , |C| otherwise
(3)
We modify the objective function such that the reward is monotonically increasing as target configurations are
close to the decision manifold. The reward value for a particular target configuration is simply computed as
the Euclidean distance between it and the closest observable converse state. We see that this reward function
satisfies an underlying convex potential property where the reward value for states grow monotonically
towards the optima which lies sufficiently close to the decision manifold.
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3.2 Manifold Approximation
(1) Drive state
within ε reward 5T ′ · v = 0
v 6= 0
(2) Project gradient normal
(3) Evaluate new state
(4) Observe converse point
(5) Drive state within ε reward
(a) Policy for selecting candidate new targets (b) Convex potential of objective function
Figure 2. Gradient-based policy converges manifold (left), guaranteed due to the convex property (right)
3.2.1 Trajectory Learning – The observation result y is fully deterministic given a set of configurations
(due to the deterministic nature of simulations), and thus the reward function satisfies the convex property
as shown in Figure 2, meaning that a greedy selection of actions will always lead to global extrema. This
insight allows for an ε-greedy policy for selecting actions that drive the state of the system to extrema when
convexity is satisfied.
Algorithm 1 describes the overall learning algorithm to drive the current state of the system toward
the decision manifold. Since simulations are fully deterministic, the learning rate of α = 1 is selected to
guarantee optimality in the Q-value iteration step of the algorithm. An ε-greedy policy can be used for the
action-selection policy, P.
Algorithm 1 TrajectoryOntoManifold: Learns trajectory T that converges to the unknown manifold
1: procedure TOM(S, ε, I,P,MaxIter)
2: T ← ø
3: for i← 1 to MaxIter do
4: if I 6= ø then
5: Initialize with and remove (s, a)i ∈ I
6: else
7: Choose action a ∈ A according to policy P
8: s′ ← (s, a)
9: R(s, a)← ComputeReward(s′,Simulate(S)∣∣
s′)
10: Q(s, a)← R(s, a) + γmaxQ(s, a)
11: T ← T ∪ s′
12: s← s′
13: if R(s, a) ≥ ε then
14: break
15: return T
3.2.2 Gradient Normal Projection – When convergence is achieved, we determine new suitable candi-
date target states to learn new trajectories towards the unknown manifold by a gradient-based policy. To
do this, we consider the previous trajectory and observe the gradient at the converged fixed point. This
gradient indicates the direction (±) of trajectories from both ci ∈ C to the manifold and dj ∈ D to the
manifold. Simply speaking, the gradient implies the two trajectories which when started initially at either
a point in the convergent set C or divergent set D approach the surface of the manifold that separates the
two sets. We can take some arbitrary normal to this gradient 5T ′ and project it outwards to approximate
a state near the surface of the manifold. We then can evaluate this state by executing a simulation with
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the input parameters denoted by the states’ configuration values. Lastly, we observe a converse point to the
evaluated state and drive the state of the system again to some extrema between the two states used as new
initialization parameters for a new trajectory. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.
3.2.3 Obtaining Gradient and Normal Vectors – An estimate of the gradient of the trajectory can
be done by finite difference approximation using two sample targets along the trajectory that are sufficiently
close.
pn−1
5T ′ estimate
pn
pn+1
Figure 3. Infinitely many normal vectors are present for any given estimated trajectory gradient
As shown in Figure 3, there exists infinite many normal vectors for any given trajectory gradient estimate
(shown as the dotted line), all of which lie on some hyperplane (as depicted in the image in light blue, where
we consider only unit length vectors). Given some d-dimensional input parameter space, the space of the
normal vectors resides in some d−1 space. In other words, the space to which normal vectors can be selected
from grows on the order of dimensions. To solve for a particular normal vector we solve for the target pn+1
in the following,
5T ′ v
pn−11 − pn1
pn−12 − pn2
...
pn−1d−1 − pnd−1
pn−1d − pnd
 ·

pn+11 − pn1
pn+12 − pn2
...
pn+1d−1 − pnd−1
pn+1d − pnd
 = 0
(4)
It is shown in Equation (4) that the next target parameter values that resides in the unit normal hyperplane
can be found by solving a simple dot product between the estimated trajectory gradient near the manifold
surface and the vector formed by the closest manifold state along the trajectory and the next target state. To
solve for pn+1, we simply assign [pn+11 , p
n+1
2 , · · · , pn+1d−1 ] arbitrarily and solve for pn+1d resulting in a particular
normal vector pn+1. There is a subtlety however. We must enforce that pn+1 to be within the domain such
that the following is satisfied,
Q−i ≤ qi ≤ Q+i for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n (5)
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Algorithm 2 TargetFromNormals: Returns target t′ from unit normal space with maximal separation
1: procedure TFN(T ′, C,D)
2: M← Build KD-tree using all states s ∈ {C,D}
3: Extract pn and pn−1 from trajectory T ′
4: Compute estimated gradient 5T ′ from pn and pn−1
5: for i← 0 to N do
6: Randomly assign [pn+11 , p
n+1
2 , · · · , pn+1d−1 ]
7: Solve for pn+1d resulting in complete p
n+1 that satisfies (4)
8: Query M for minimal distance neighbor and store distance as qi and βpn+1 as ti
9: return t′ as target state t∗i where i corresponds to the index of max (qi)
The overall procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. The β term is a gain or a magnitude which is multiplied to
the unit vector pn+1. The parameter β influences the resolution of target states along the manifold. A high
β results in spare coverage of states near the manifold, whereas a small β results in very dense clusters of
target states near the manifold and as a results convergence is slower.
3.2.4 From Trajectories to Manifold – Given a set of trajectories T , the configuration of each state
is extracted and used as training data for a support vector machine classifier using radial basis kernel
function, which projects the n-dimensional states to an infinite dimensional space for linear separation.
The separating hyperplane is then used for classification. However, we can project this back into the n-
dimensional configuration space and approximate the underlying decision manifold with the hyperplane.
This procedure is further described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 ApproximateManifold: Learns a hyperplane approximation H that decides simulation S
1: procedure AM(S, ε, I,P,MaxIter)
2: Determine I from domain constraints
3: T ← ø
4: for each maximally separated tuple (t1, t2) ∈ I do
5: do
6: T ′ ← TrajectoryOntoManifold(S, ε, (t1, t2),P,MaxIter)
7: T ← T ∪ T ′
8: t1 ← TargetFromNormals(T ′, C,D)
9: s′ ← Evaluate state t1 via simulation
10: t2 ← Select some state t2 in T such that t2 ∈ {C,D} and t2 not in the same set as s′
11: while 5T ′ is valid and (t1, t2) is unique
12: Parse T s.t. (xi, xj , · · · , xk) ∈ C, (xi′ , xj′ , · · · , xk′) ∈ D
13: X ← (xi, xj , · · · , xk) ∈ C ∪ (xi′ , xj′ , · · · , xk′) ∈ D
14: Y ← Associate simulation result yi ∈ {Convergent, Divergent} to each x ∈ X
15: H ← SVM(X,Y )
4 Demonstration
4.1 Isotropic Decision Boundary
4.1.1 Formulation – As a proof of concept, consider an isotropic decision boundary defining a simple
classification scheme as follows,
F (x1, x2) =
{
Success if x21 + x
2
2 ≤ 1
Failure otherwise
(6)
This defines a unit circle decision boundary about the origin. In practice, the isotropic decision boundary
introduces challenges to gradient-based policies for selecting new candidate targets since at least twice the
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Figure 4. Reward function for isotropic boundary problem exhibits the convex property
Figure 5. Support vector machine classification visualizations of isotropic decision manifold
gradient either diminishes or escapes to infinity when exploiting greedy gradient-based actions. However,
the reward function itself, as outlined in (3), satisfies the convex property as illustrated in Figure 4, which
indicates the fully observed Euclidean norm between states ci ∈ C and dj ∈ D. However, due to states
initially being unexplored, the resulting reward will not be identical to the idealized perfectly observed case.
It is shown in Figure 4 that the reward function is a convex function where simply following the gradient
of maximum reward will drive any state of the system to the global maxima for reward. In this context,
it corresponds to the regions sufficiently close to the deciding boundary of the classification problem. The
reward contour illustrated is a measure using the Euclidean norm with absolute knowledge about the entirety
of elements in the convergent and divergent sets, C,D. The actual reward in practice may be much lower,
although the greedy convex property still remains. The reward is an estimated value which computes the
minimum Euclidean norm between all observed states in the two sets. In other words, the contour depicts
the upper-bounds for the reward at any given state.
4.1.2 Learned Manifolds – Using the proposed framework, the learned manifold of the isotropic decision
boundary problem is shown in Figure 5, which illustrates the result from using support vector machine
classification with radial basis kernel function on states along all trajectories discovered by our proposed
algorithms. The small red and blue nodes in the figures illustrate a single state along some trajectory
towards the manifold. The true decision boundary is depicted in a solid black line, while the learned
manifold approximation is demonstrated by the two distinct background colors that corresponds to the two
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Figure 6. Accuracy vs. number of isotropic simulations
distinct classes C and D.
4.1.3 Parameter Influences – We see that as the number of simulations, N , increases, the learned
manifold approximation converges to the true decision boundary of the underlying simulation. When the
number of simulation executions is low, for example N = 15 (Figure 5 left), the learned decision manifold
holds bias towards the local region of explored trajectories and states, achieving an accuracy of 0.826.
However, as the number of executions increases, the decision manifold converges to the true underlying
decision boundary. This occurs somewhere near N = 59 (Figure 5 right) which obtains an accuracy of
0.987. The accuracy as the number of simulations is depicted in Figure 6.
In addition, the convergence threshold ε indirectly controls the number of simulation executions. A high ε
results in fewer simulations, resulting in a coarse manifold approximation as trajectories quickly converge to
a course region of the manifold. A low ε constrains the trajectories to terminate when states are close to
the manifold, resulting in executing a larger number of simulations and obtaining a finer resolution manifold
approximation. Note that ε can be made sufficiently small as long as it is within the magnitude of the
discretized state space.
4.2 Disjoint Isotropic Boundaries
4.2.1 Formulation – we use the support vector machine with the radial basis kernel that has infinite
dimensional kernel expansion property. We demonstrate this on an extended version of the simple isotropic
decision boundary. This problem is again non-trivial in areas where gradients do not exist. We define the
following classification scheme, generating two disjoint isotropic regions,
F (x1, x2) =
{
Success if (x1 + α1,1)
2 + (x2 + α2,1)
2 ≤ r2 or (x1 − α1,2)2 + (x2 − α2,2)2 ≤ r2
Failure otherwise
(7)
This defines two disjointed regions, and success is defined inside the two circles. The purpose of this demon-
stration is to show that the framework can adapt to learning multiple disconnected regions that are defined
in the input parameter space. Note that when projected to a higher (or possibly infinite) dimensional space
through the kernel basis expansion methods, these multiple regions may not exist and the targets may be
linearly separable.
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4.2.2 Learned Manifolds – Figure 7 illustrates the visualizations of the support vector machine classifi-
cations along with the true decision boundaries outlined. The state color differentiation is identical to the
previous figures where blue points correspond to states in the convergent set (i.e., s ∈ C) and red points
correspond to states that are in the divergent set (i.e., s ∈ D). We see that within N = 20 simulations,
the learned decision manifold begins to discover two disjoint boundaries in the two-dimensional input space;
meanwhile the manifold is approximately 82.3% accurate with respect to the true separation boundaries. The
decision manifold converges to 98.4% accurate when the number of simulations increases to about N = 150,
when using a convergence epsilon of ε = 0.20 for the trajectory learning step.
Figure 7. Support vector machine classification visualizations of disjointed isotropic decision manifold
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Figure 8. Accuracy vs. number of disjointed isotropic simulations
4.2.3 Parameter Influences Figure 8 illustrates the accuracy of the learned manifold as the number of
simulation results are increased. It is interesting to note that there are several large jumps in accuracy
which can be attributed to possible instances where new regions of the manifold are detected that force the
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support vector machine to encapsulate these new regions in a higher dimensional space resulting in a better
fitted decision manifold. Furthermore the large accuracy decline at around N = 110 may be due to a point
at which there exists a large concentration of a particular simulation result, either convergent or divergent,
within a small radius that may pull or push the decision boundary from where it was before the addition of
these new states. The decision manifold exceeds 98.0% accuracy within approximately N = 135 simulation
results.
4.3 Numerical Methods: Hyperbolic Wave Equation
4.3.1 Preliminary Background – One of the numerical methods discussed in previous work [1, 2] is the
hyperbolic wave equation that governs the simulation of vibrations by a string or rod. The equation is a
differential partial equation and can be solved numerically using forward time central space (FTCS),
un+1i = ρu
n
i+1 + 2(1− ρ)uni + ρuni−1 − un−1i (8)
where ρ = (∆t/∆x)2 is the squared discretization ratio. Accuracy was tested against the following analytic
solution:
u(x, t) =
1
2
[f(x+ t) + f(x− t)] (9)
where f(·) is the initial deflection given by f(x) = u(x, 0). We see that a simple sinusoid satisfies this with
f(x) = sin(pix). The analytic solution was used to determine the exact solution in [1, 2]. Results from using
a simple neural network architecture achieved over 96.2% accuracy with 10000 training instances.
Figure 9. Classification results of the hyperbolic wave equation solver in previous work[1, 2]
The full legend of Figure 9 can be seen in [1, 2], though the following will list the most interesting aspects of
the plot: The circles and squares in the plot correspond to simulations that succeeded and failed, respectively.
The green represents correctly classified simulations. Given a set of inputs for the four major parameters,
the learned model was successfully able to predict the outcome of the simulation. Red corresponds to failure
in prediction. Therefore, a dark green square means that the simulation is a failure and the knowledge bot
was able to successfully predict the failure. Likewise, a green circle means it was able to successfully predict
success. Conversely, red squares are then instances that failed but were incorrectly predicted as successful
simulations and red circles are the instances that were successful but were incorrectly predicted as failing
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parameters. In this numerical methods section, we recreate the experiment presented but instead incorporate
our proposed framework and discuss the efficacy of this framework.
4.3.2 Learned Approximations – Our methods resulted in the following learned manifolds for the hy-
perbolic wave equation numerical simulation,
Figure 10. Support vector machine classification visualizations of the decision manifold for hyperbolic wave
equation
Using the proposed method, we show that with only about seven simulation results (which corresponds to
only a single trajectory), we can approximate the true decision manifold with 95.8% accuracy. This finding
is significant since the previous results[1, 2] were only able to achieve 96.2% accuracy using 10000 training
instances. We demonstrate these results in Figure 10. Note that using the methods proposed in this paper,
we were able to actually far exceed the accuracy discussed in some of the previous works [1, 2]. The linear
kernel easily encapsulated the linear separation in the input-space and resulted in over 99% accuracy within
N = 25 simulation trials. Furthermore, it is important to note that many of numerical problems are well
defined in the sense that the decision boundary can be described in a moderately low dimensional space.
In other words, numerical problems tend to not be overly complex in the decision surface allowing for high
accuracy and low simulation counts with using the proposed approach. The isotropic boundary, as shown
previously serves as a much higher order problem and as a result is described by a more complicated manifold;
although in principle the boundary itself seems simple, learning the manifold is nontrivial.
4.3.3 Discussion – We demonstrated the manifold approximation framework on the hyperbolic wave
numerical simulation from previous works[1, 2]. Interestingly, the algorithm proposed here exceeded the
accuracy of the trained knowledge bot trained in previous work by more effective selections of target states for
simulation. Furthermore, the problem is inherently easy since the input parameter space is two dimensional
and also linearly separable in the input parameter space itself, though this does serve as a confirmation
and verification that the manifold approximation framework quickly and greedily learns the manifold with
minimal simulation results through driving state trajectories near the manifold to find likely support vectors
for separation.
5 Simulations
Previously we have shown that the proposed manifold approximation method is effective through several
demonstrations and through a case of a numerical simulation of the hyperbolic wave equation. We now move
on to complex simulations: POST2 and FUN3D.
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5.1 Planetary Direct Entry Simulations with POST2
5.1.1 Preliminary Background – Consider the capture problem of atmospheric-assisted direct entry of
an aerospace vehicle into the planet Venus. The simulation itself is governed by the complex dynamics of
systems of nonlinear differential equations implemented in POST2 (Program to Optimize Simulated Trajec-
tories II), which is based on a point mass, discrete parameter targeting and optimization program generally
used for trajectory and targeting simulations[21]. A simplified version of the problem is presented in previous
works that incorporates four important parameters: the diameter, mass, entry velocity, and entry flight path
angle of the capsule [1, 2].
5.1.2 Problem Formulation – The POST2 simulation problem can be formulated as a learning problem
where the mapping of the four dimensional input space to corresponding values of convergent or divergent
simulation results is learned. In other words, given some four dimensional input values corresponding to
each of the important input parameters, a model learns to predict the convergence of the simulation result.
We demonstrate using the greedy manifold approximation method to quickly identify target states near the
decision manifold that decides the boundary between convergence and divergence.
5.1.3 Learned Classification Boundaries – The learned classification boundaries of a particular model
takes the form of some decision manifold approximated in previous works by nonlinear regression in the
form,
J(x1, x2, · · · , xn−1) = αxβ11 xβ22 · · ·xβn−1n−1
J(d,m, ve) = 0.0219m
0.0096v0.6646e d
−0.0017 (10)
As shown previously, this nonlinear regression was computed through use of the support vectors post-
classification. The classification boundaries with respect to the regressed boundary described by Equation
(10) is depicted as follows,
Figure 11. Classification results in previous works for POST2 Venus direct entry
The classification plot for the POST2 Venus direct entry problem is shown in Figure 11, where γ is the flight
path angle in degrees. The decision boundary as described by Equation (10) is depicted as the solid blue line
that separates the two shades of green points. The legend for the plot is identical to the previously shown
classification diagram in Section ??.
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5.1.4 Statistical Analysis of Results – We demonstrate our proposed framework with varying num-
bers of simulation results on the planetary direct entry simulation problem using POST2 through a large
scale experiment where we learn an individual model at every simulation maximum count and observe its
classification accuracy. Each point in Figure 11 requires several minutes of simulation and iteration time,
and each point in the following plot is an individual model that looks similar or has similar classification
characteristics (although with varying accuracy) as the one particular model shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 12. Accuracy of manifold approximation framework on POST2 simulations
Figure 12 shows the mean and one standard deviation (smoothed and scaled for clarity) for classification
accuracy using a particular number of observed simulations of POST2. The fine dots in the image illustrates
each trial of simulation that corresponds to a single execution of the proposed framework with a particular
maximum number of simulations allowed. The purple solid line illustrates an approximate upper-bound
for classification accuracy in this experiment. The upper-bound is shown because the simulations were
not performed online, enabling a larger numbers of simulations and analytics on the proposed framework.
However, this also imposes an upper-bound on the accuracy of the resulting model. A large set of 20000
POST2 simulation results for randomly sampled parameter values was completed and used for selecting target
configuration parameters when using our framework (this set is actually the exact training and testing sets
used in the previous works [1, 2]). When evaluating a particular target, we select the value of the minimum
norm instance in the oﬄine dataset. This generally works well and allows for speedy experiments (esp. the
experiment from Figure 12 where there were over 1500 experiment trials with varying number of maximum
observed simulations). The accuracy is only approximately as good as the accuracy of the underlying oﬄine
set we generate which is shown in Figure 12.
5.1.5 Discussion – We cannot directly compare these results to those presented in [1, 2] because the target
selection methods in this paper are highly stochastic and have varying effects on the resulting accuracy
of final model. Many of the results using a low number of observed simulations have high variance in
classification accuracy, however, in many cases actually exceed the accuracy in previous work[1, 2], though
the mean accuracy is slightly less due to the fact that 1) the accuracy is upper-bounded by the accuracy
of the underlying oﬄine dataset (it may be possible to exceed the accuracy by running simulations in real
time, which results in slower experiments), 2) the methods here are highly greedy where after an arbitrary
direction for the normal is selected it continues in that direction selecting new targets and trajectories
(possibly random resets will aid in effectively covering the space), and 3) the parameter-space for this
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Figure 13. Comparison between discretized state selection for POST2 simulations
problem is multi-dimensional, resulting in not a single unique normal but actually infinite possible normals
to select from. Compared to the results in the previous work where ten simulations resulted in an accuracy of
78.6% and twenty exceeded 90.0%, the results here showed that a number of experiments outperformed these
baselines. Furthermore, the mean and standard deviations demonstrated in Figure 12 have been smoothed
and scaled for clarity, hence, in reality in many cases, many of the means are either significantly exceeding
the baselines or if not, slightly under by less than 2-3%.
5.1.6 Influence of Discretized State Space – To accurately compare this framework with probabilistic
space sampling methods (Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube) used in previous works, we must consider state
space discretization where accuracy is limited by the granularity of the state discretization (in the case of
this demonstration, the domain of each input variable was discretized using N = 100). For comparison, we
demonstrate both methods here where input parameters are no longer continuous but discretized such that
random selection uses Latin hypercube sampling to select randomly a particular state cell.
As shown in Figure 13 that the manifold approximation framework demonstrates a marginal increase in
classification accuracy compared to the random selection of target states in the case of a discretized state
space. Note that the experiment was shown in using a discretization parameter N = 100, where each
dimension is discretized by N . The granularity of the discretization has a large influence on the classification
accuracy as discretization of the state space results in an upper bound for accuracy as shown in Figure 12.
Coarse discretization schemes tend to result in a lower upper bound and as a result lower classification
accuracy while finer discretization schemes will generally achieve higher classification accuracy.
5.2 Inviscid Flow of OM6 Wing Using FUN3D
5.2.1 Preliminary Background – The next piece of simulation software used to demonstrate our algo-
rithms on is FUN3D (Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes [22]) which is a simulation software for unstructured-
grid computational fluid dynamic simulations spanning incompressible flow to compressible flow used to study
airframe noise, space transportation vehicles, flow control devices using synthetic jets, and the design of wind
tunnel and flight experiments (amongst other applications).2 We performed the learning framework using
the flow solver for an ONERA M6 (OM6) wing with a symmetry boundary condition imposed at the wing
root using a coarse grid for demonstration. The purpose of the knowledge bot in this case is to detect
simulation failures in the OM6 wing inviscid flow solver by observing the convergence of the residual (R1).
5.2.2 Dataset Properties – We run OM6 wing flow solver simulations using a maximum of 5000 iterations
while having a convergence epsilon of 10−15. The parameters of interest in this problem are angle of attack α,
2NASA Langley’s Fun3D code http://fun3d.larc.nasa.gov
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Figure 14. Decision boundary demonstration for inviscid flow on ONERA M6 (OM6) wing with FUN3D
Mach number, and the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number, Cmax. For our preliminary demonstrations,
we fix the CFL number Cmax = 500.
5.2.3 Decision Boundary and Physical Interpretation – The following illustrates a coarsely sampled
convergence plot that indicates the parameter values of Mach number and angle of attack that resulted in
convergence within epsilon and 5000 iterations.
The decision boundaries of the OM6 inviscid flow problem is shown in Figure 14. The yellow region in
the image depicts the parameter settings that resulted in convergence, where convergence is defined by the
residual (R1) of the FUN3D simulation. The dark blue region corresponds to the instances that do not
converge within 5000 iterations. Most of these occur at high angles of attack as (shown in top right), where
the coarse grid in this simulation is not able to appropriately capture the physical phenomenon resulting in
failure of convergence. Shown in the top right and bottom right are two simulations of flow that 1) did not
converge and 2) converged within some epsilon of the residual R1 respectively. Illustrated as contour lines
are the (normalized) nondimensionalized coefficient of pressure. The decision boundary shown in Figure 14
is what we aim to learn using the framework proposed in this paper.
5.2.4 Accuracy of Framework – We demonstrate our framework on the OM6 wing using the flow solver,
FUN3D. Approximately 3000 models were learned and evaluated against a coarse contour grid as shown in
Figure 14. All parameters for learning these models were standardized and left identical to the POST2
examples from Section 5.1. Figure 15 illustrates the accuracy of each of these learned models trained with
a particular number of training states. Each individual learned model (one of the 3000 points illustrated,
top) and its associated accuracy with the coarse discretized grid is shown in Figure 15. As seen in the top
image, each point in the plot corresponds to a single model and the classification accuracy it achieved. The
bottom image illustrates the mean and one standard deviation for the set of learned models. In both images
the upward trend for classification accuracy is present when the number of observed simulations is increased.
This is simply due to the fact that the support vector machine model encompasses more and more states
or training instances, however, we see that in both images the classification accuracy plateaus at around
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Figure 15. Accuracy with coarsely discretized oﬄine set for demonstration of FUN3D OM6 wing flow
90% accuracy. This is a result of the underlying oﬄine dataset as the plot illustrates preliminary findings.
Furthermore, this is an artifact of the discretization done for each dimension, thus unable to capture some
underlying properties of the decision boundaries. We do see that around N = 100 observed simulations, the
knowledge bot achieves accuracies sufficiently close to 85%.
5.2.5 Larger Oﬄine Simulation Set – We increased the oﬄine simulation set to a set of 10000 instances,
which in the two dimensional space is very fine, thus can simulate actually running the simulations (though
for accuracy running the simulations themselves will result in a more accurate model, but for the purpose
of demonstration, we need a validation set to confirm that predictions made by the model are indeed true
and also for debugging purposes, using an oﬄine set is simpler).
Figure 16. FUN3D decision boundaries with finer grid and more simulations
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With more simulations and a finer grid sampling frequency, we see that the decision boundary (as shown in
Figure 16 begins to exhibit a smoother shape and some discontinuities that were present before in the coarse
sampling grid (from Figure 14). With the finer oﬄine set, we perform more analysis on the classification
accuracy of learned models with our framework. Similar to the discretized state selection shown in Figure 13
for the POST2 simulations and results, we show the classification accuracy of discretized state selection of
the FUN3D simulations,
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Figure 17. Comparison between discretized state selection for FUN3D simulations
Note that the classification accuracy upper-bound is at 90% accuracy, reasoned by the previously discussed
artifacts of discretization and oﬄine examinations. It is evident that the framework achieves higher classifi-
cation accuracy than randomly selecting discretized states as interested simulation parameters as shown in
Figure 17.
5.2.6 Discussion – We demonstrated that the proposed framework learns models with sufficiently good
classification accuracy. We showed that this works well on the simulation software FUN3D. It is easy to
imagine that the random selection method becomes largely infeasible as the simulations become more and
more complex spanning several days or weeks for a single simulation. Therefore, we emphasize the intelligent
selection and exploitation of underlying structure in the decision manifold to help alleviate this and render
the problem more feasible.
6 Conclusions
Summary – The main contribution of this paper is a learning framework that attempts to minimize the
number of simulation results that are necessary to effectively train a knowledge bot. In this paper, we present
the framework that effectively learns manifolds that decide the simulation success of various simulation
software. We showed that this framework works well on several demonstration problems that include single
and disjointed isotropic decision boundaries. Furthermore, we extended previous work, showing that a
knowledge bot can be trained using only 25 simulation results as opposed to the previous 10, 000 for the
hyperbolic wave problem. Although this is a simple problem, with linear separability in the input space, we
demonstrated the efficacy of this framework on two real world simulations: POST2 and FUN3D, showing
that sufficient accuracy can be achieved by training only on a small subset of training instances, intelligently
selected via the framework presented in this paper.
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Discussions – Many of the comparisons in this paper were by means of a discretized state space using
N = 100 for each input dimension. As a result this limits the maximum accuracy such that the most accurate
model that can be learned is proportional to the granularity of the discretization of the input parameter space.
The discretization can be refined, allowing for more accurate convergence towards the manifold, although
this may increase the number of simulation counts before the trajectory converges slightly. Furthermore, we
may consider setting the convergence epsilon to be proportional to the maximum domain values or based on
how discretized the input parameter state space is for potential extensions to alleviate excessive parameter
tuning.
Future Work – For future extensions, it is important to consider both the exploration of the state space and
the exploitation of the underlying structure of the problem similar to many reinforcement learning related
algorithms. Extensions may consider using information theory by maximizing information gain in addition
to Gaussian processes to better select new target positions for future simulations. In addition, after tuning
for the correct parameters, we would like to move away from oﬄine test sets to integrated simulations and
port this work into other simulation software and domains as a systems analysis tool. Future considerations
may to involve this framework not directly in the input parameter space but to first project the states into
some higher dimensions where there are fewer disjoint regions, fewer discontinuities, and where decision
boundaries are smoother.
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